Esther Kartiganer ‘59 Prize for Excellence in Journalism and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

To honor the distinguished career of Esther Kartiganer ’59, a pioneer in broadcast journalism who became a senior executive producer at CBS News, the Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies faculty has established the Kartiganer Prize for outstanding undergraduate work in the field of journalism and women’s, gender, and sexuality studies. The prize will be awarded annually for either an outstanding journalism project (broadcast or print) focused on women’s, gender, and sexuality or an outstanding research project about women/gender in the field of journalism itself.

Guidelines
• All undergraduate Brandeis University students are eligible to apply.
• Written articles, video and audio broadcasts, and research papers or theses are all eligible for this award. Students may submit either a single work or a dossier of shorter pieces. Materials produced for a university course and those produced for publication are equally acceptable.
• The prize committee will look for serious engagement with questions of gender, strong and thorough research, and excellence of presentation.

Application Cover Sheet
Please clearly enter all the information on this application cover sheet.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 2016 BY 5 PM